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Data Transcription

The A-Docs function, introduced in ATLAS.ti 6, allows you to not only 
transcribe your data within ATLAS.ti, but to also link documents to each other 
in such a way that they can be viewed synchronously. This means you can read 
your transcript and listen to the audio file hearing the original tone of voice or 
viewing the segment in the video file. While in the midst of your analysis, you 
can mark a segment or a quotation of an associated document and instantly 
listen to the original audio or view the video. The audio/video file stops at the 
end of the marked segment. You can also use the association points as 
navigation device, e. g., to enter at a particular point in the file or to easily 
jump around.

Adding And Associating Multimedia Files And 
Transcripts
Below the process of adding a blank transcript file to an ATLAS.ti project and 
the process of transcription is explained step-by-step:

Add the audio file or the video file that you want to transcribe: From the 
Documents or Project main menu, choose (NEW /) ADD DOCUMENTS.....

Create a a new internal document for the transcript: DOCUMENTS / NEW / NEW 
TEXT DOCUMENT.

Enter a name for the transcript. It is immediately loaded in the HU editor in 
edit mode. 

Load the audio or video PD into the second region of the HU editor (see 
“Multi-Document View“).

Next you need to associated the two files with each other.

From the main menu select DOCUMENTS / ASSOCIATED DOCS / ASSOCIATE WITH PD 
FROM REGION.

A new association is automatically created and the Association Editor opens. 
The default name is S 1, S 2, S3 and so on. For a better overview, it is 
recommended that you replace the default name with a unique name:

Select FILE / RENAME from the Association Editor's menu and overwrite the 
default name. Click OK to confirm.

You can also associate documents by dragging & dropping them from the 
PDocs Manager into the Association Editor. To open the Association Editor 
chose DOCUMENTS / ASSOCIATED DOCS / OPEN ASSOCIATION EDITOR. 

One Hermeneutic Unit can include as many associations as you like, one 
association for each set of associated documents, and two documents per set. 
The following combinations are currently supported: audio– text and video–
text. In order to keep track of your associations, each association has an ID, 
and a unique name can be given as well. 
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Setting Rewind Time
When transcribing, it is often useful to listen once again to the part one just has 
transcribed. Therefore you can set an interval from 1 to 5 seconds. When 
starting the multimedia file, the file automatically rewinds the time interval that 
you have set.

To set the rewind time, click on the AUDIO menu of the Association Editor and 
select the desired rewind time.

Start Transcribing
The new empty document should still be loaded and in edit mode. If not, load 
it again and enter edit mode (click on the pen button in the main tool bar, see 
also “Editing Primary Documents.“

Check your settings in the Association Editor as shown in Figure 77 below.
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Figure 76: Set rewind time

Figure 77: Settings for transcription
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The default setting is for anchors to be always displayed. You can deactivate 
this option in the Association Editor via the menu TEXT / SHOW ANCHORS.

Start the playback of the associated multimedia file via the F4 key or click the 
appropriate button in the Association Editor as shown left. 

Alternatively, you can also use a foot switch. The foot switch needs to be 
configurable to the F4 key for starting and stopping a multimedia file.

Listen to whatever part you can remember; then press the F4 key again. 

Type what you heard.

 Press the F8 key or click or the anchor button in the Association Editor to set 
an anchor. The association anchor links the matching parts in the documents. 
A red dot is displayed within your text and an entry is added to the 
Association Editor. 

Press F4 to play the audio file again.

Listen to whatever you can remember, press F4, type the text, press F8, then 
F4 again. 

The closer the distance between two association anchors, the more accurate 
will be the synchronization. However, it is not required to set anchors at any 
particular or prescribed intervals, for instance at the end of every line of text. If 
you mark longer segments, automatic interpolation is used to synchronize the 
text with the associated multimedia file. 

Save the text from time to time by clicking on the edit pen selecting the SAVE 
ONLY option. 

When you are finished with your transcript or want to take a break, select 
the option SAVE AND LEAVE EDIT MODE. Then save the HU (PROJECT / SAVE).
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Figure 78: Transcript with association anchors
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You can either use the functions key F4 to start and stop a recording, or use 
a foot switch. This saves about 30% of transcription time. You can use any 
foot switch that can be configured to work as the F4 key (see for example 
the web page of the developers of the free transcription software f4: 
http://www.audiotranskription.de/english/)

Insert Anchors Automatically

If you want ATLAS.ti to set anchors automatically at the end of each 
paragraph, select TEXT / AUTO INSERT ANCHOR WITH RETURN in the Association Editor.

Delete Association Anchors

If you set an anchor accidentally, you can correct this by clicking F8 a second 
time, or click on the remove anchor button (see left).

Another way to delete anchors is via the Association Editor: Select an anchor in 
the editor and then either press the Del key on your keyboard or select the 
menu option ASSOCIATION / DELETE ANCHOR.

Undo

Setting or deleting an anchor can be reversed via the undo option:ASSOCIATION / 
UNDO, CTRL+Z)

Naming Anchors

You can use the list of anchors in the Association Editor to navigate through 
the associated documents. For this purpose, anchors can be named. 

To name an anchor, select it, click on the name field and enter a name.

You can also use the currently highlighted text as name. In order to do this, 
click F9 or select the menu option TEXT / GRAB TEXT AS NAME (see Figure 78).
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Figure 79: Edit sub menu

http://www.audiotranskription.de/english/
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Adding Documents Via The Association Editor's Menu

First you need to create a new association: select FILE / NEW from the 
Association Editor's menu. A new association is immediately created. The 
default names are S 1, S 2, S 3, S 4, etc. 

Load the primary document that you want to transcribe (see “Loading
Primary Documents.“ Then select the menu option ASSOCIATION / INSERT PRIMARY 
DOCUMENT. 

Now load the file that you have prepared for transcription. Select the menu 
option ASSOCIATION / INSERT PRIMARY DOCUMENT again. Now the two documents 
are associated.

Deleting Associations

The active association that is shown in the editor can be deleted via the menu 
FILE / DELETE.

Associating Two Already Existing Documents
When you already have a transcript that is not yet associated with its audio or 
video file, you can synchronize the two documents by going through the 
transcript and setting anchors. This is how it works: 

Create a new association in the Association Editor and add the two 
documents (see above).

Start the multimedia file with F4, listen to it or view it. Stop it at a certain 
point (press F4 again), locate the matching text in the transcript, and set an 
anchor at the end of the matching text passage (press F8). 

Start the multimedia file again with F4, listen to it or view it. Stop it at a 
certain point (press F4 again), locate the matching text in the transcript, and 
set an anchor at the end of the matching text passage (click F8). And so 
on....

As you can open the two documents side by side, you can move through the 
documents quite quickly. It should not take much longer to create the 
associations than the actual duration of the multimedia file.

Importing Associated Documents Transcribed Elsewhere
Currently, ATLAS.ti supports the import of transcripts produced with f4 
(Windows), f5 (Mac) and Transana. Time markers from the transcript are 
automatically converted to association anchors. The connected audio or video 
file is also imported. 

For more information on f4/f5 see: 
http://www.audiotranskription.de/english/f4.htm

For more information on Transana, see: http://www.transana.com/
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http://www.transana.com/
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Preparing Transcripts In F4/F5

When preparing a transcript in f4_2012, it is possible to change the format for 
time stamps. However, for import in ATLAS.ti, the default format is needed: 
00:00:00-0 (hours:minutes:seconds-milliseconds).

After preparing and saving the transcript  in F4/F5 do not open it in Word 
and make changes in Word. This may corrupt the recognition of the time 
stamps in ATLAS.ti. –  Also do not change the file names of either the 
transcript or the multimedia file. If you do, open the transcript in f4 and re-
associate it with the multimedia file.

Preparing Transcripts In Transana

When preparing a transcript in Transana, you need to save it as external file 
(FILE / SAVE TRANSCRIPT AS...). Before you do that you need to activate the time 
code values as shown in Figure 81. Hide the time code indexes (red symbol). 
You can still import a document that shows indexes, but they will just be 
displayed as an additional symbol in addition to the red dots that mark the time 
stamps in ATLAS.ti and thus are more disturbing than helpful.
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Figure 81: Setting before saving a transcript in Transana

Figure 80: Settings for time stampes in F4_2012
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How To Import Transcripts

To import a transcript, select the main menu item DOCUMENTS / NEW / IMPORT 
TRANSCRIPT or IMPORT TRANSCRIPTS (EXTERNAL MEDIA)*. A file browser opens. 

*Use the second option, if your multimedia files are quite sizable and you 
do not want to import them into the library. When choosing Import 
Transcripts (External Media), the multimedia files are linked to the HU file. 
In order not to loose the connection between the HU and your external 
media files, either store them into the same folder as the HU file, or do not 
move them to another location during the duration of the project. Please 
also do not rename the files. 

Browse to the location where the transcript is stored, select it and click on the 
open button. If the associated multimedia file is not automatically 
recognized, you will be asked to select it. The file browser opens again and 
you can select the multimedia file. 

The  transcript is added as an internal document (see “Adding embedded
documents (Text files only)“). The multimedia file is added to the library the 
HU is currently using, unless you selected the option to keep them externally 
linked.

A new association is created in the Association Editor, the two documents are 
added to this association and the time code values are converted to anchors. 

Load the transcript into the HU editor and click on the red circle at the top 
right-hand side of the document to load the associated multimedia file (see 
Figure 82 below).

If you move externally linked files to another location or rename them, the 
HU will not longer be able to find them.

Working With Associated Documents
All A-Doc functions can be accessed either via the main menu DOCUMENTS / 
ASSOCIATED DOCS or from the Association Editor. A Hermeneutic Unit can contain 
unlimited numbers of associations, but only one can be active at any given 
time. 

Associations between documents are automatically activated when a document 
is loaded in the HU Editor. In cases where several associations exist, the first 
available is automatically selected. You can also select a specific association via 
the FILE / USE... menu in the Associations Editor.
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When you load a document that has an associated file, a red circle is shown in 
the PD bar (see Figure 82).

Click on the red dot; the associated document is loaded into the document 
region next to it. 

Play Selected Text 

If you select a piece of transcript or a quotation in an associated text, the 
selected linked audio or video can be played. 

Select Synchro Mode: DOCUMENTS / A-DOCS / SYNCHRO MODE (or F3).

Highlight a a piece of text and select either the menu item DOCUMENTS / A-

DOCS / PLAY SELECTED TEXT or press the key combination CTRL+P. 

The associated video or audio recording will be played back from the correct 
position. Playback stops at the end of the selection. The accuracy of selected 
text playback depends on the precision and the number of the available 
anchors.

Synchronization Mode (F3)

In non-synchronous mode, the documents are independent from each another. 
“Moving around” in either one of the documents does not affect the other. 
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Figure 82: Click the red dot to load the associated document

Figure 83: Playing associated audio or video segments
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When you switch to synchronization mode, associated documents display 
synchronously, i. e., they are positioned next to each other. Since synchronous 
playback is not useful or desired in all situations, synchronization mode can be 
switched on and off.

The non-synchronous mode is particularly important for setting anchor points: 
In synchronous mode, associated multimedia documents follow the movements 
of the mouse cursor. This makes positioning anchors difficult. 

In non-synchronous mode, it is however still possible to click on an anchor in 
the Association Editor and jump to the associated data segment. 

ACTIVATING AND DEACTIVATION SYNCHRONOUS MODE

Synchronous mode can be enabled and disabled via the main menu entry 
DOCUMENTS / A-DOCS / SYNCHRO MODE and via the F3 key. 

In the Association Editor, synchronous mode can be selected via the menu item 
ASSOCIATION or the SYNCHRO button in the tool bar.

WORKING WITH SYNCHRONOUS MODE

Moving the mouse cursors in the text or clicking a text passage causes 
associated multimedia documents to be repositioned. Click F4 to start playback 
at this position. 

The opposite case - i. e., moving the cursor in the multimedia document —
causes no cursor change in the text document. This would hamper your text 
work.

KARAOKE MODE (CTRL+F4) 

Synchronous display is possible in „Karaoke mode“. This mode lets you follow 
multimedia content and text documents at the same time. The multimedia 
document sets the pace while the current passage is highlighted in the text 
document. Because of the moving text selection, normal text-work tasks such 
as creating quotations are not possible in this mode. 

There are several ways of highlighting text in Karaoke mode. To choose one of 
it, select them from the TEXT menu of the Associations Editor:

HIGHLIGHT SECTION: Highlights the section between two anchors.

HIGHLIGHT LINE: Highlights the entire line of text that corresponds to the position 
of the “lead” document.

HIGHLIGHT WORD: Highlights the word that corresponds to the position of the 
“lead” document.

HIGHLIGHT CHARACTER: Highlights the character that corresponds to the position of 
the “lead” document.

Load both the multimedia file and the associated text document.

To start the Karaoke mode, press CTRL+F4 This activates both the SYNCHRO 
mode and the KARAOKE mode.

Press F4 to start the multimedia document. Both will now be shown side by 
side. In the text document, the passage is highlighted that is currently played 
back.
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Importing And Exporting Associations

Associations are saved together with the HU and remain affiliated. For 
exchange between ATLAS.ti projects, they can also be exported and imported 
as files:

In the Associations Editor, select menu items FILE / EXPORT… and save the file. 
The active association is saved as a file. This file is in XML format and has the 
extension “.syn“. 

The import function (FILE / IMPORT...) lets you open files that were created in the 
above fashion and activates them as new associations in a different HU.

Importing Survey Data 

These days a lot of surveys are conducted online. A positive side effect is that 
(a) all data is immediately available in digital format and (b) respondents are 
often willing to provide lengthy answers to open-ended questions. On paper-
and-pencil surveys this was rarely the case. Statistical programs like SPSS™ do 
offer options to analyze open ended questions, but basically you end up 
encoding each answer with a number. A proper qualitative analysis of the 
answers is not possible. This is now possible in ATLAS.ti.  

A typical work flow for working with survey data looks like this:

Online surveys can be created using a number to tools. What most of these 
tools have in common is that you can export your data as Excel™ file. And this 
is what you need to prepare for import in ATLAS.ti (see below). Based on 
specific prefixes that you add to your variable names, ATLAS.ti interprets the 
column headers and cells of the Excel™ table in various ways and turns them 
into primary documents, the contents of the primary documents, primary 
document families, quotations, codes, comments and code families.

Data are imported case-based. This means each row of the Excel™ table that is 
imported from the online survey tool is transformed into a primary document. 
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Figure 84: Work flow when importing survey data


